Interferometers per mitting t he m easuremen t of shape a nd a ltered distribution of fringes a r e usually used t o compare eit her a n unknown wave front with a known one or a n unknown s urface with a standard reference surface. Any error in t he r eference surface introduces a corresponding errol' in t he res ults soug ht. This p aper d escribes an a bsolute measuring interferome ter a nd the a ssociated mathema ti cal operations necessary for an alysis of t he da t a. The refer en ce s urface is purely mathe matical in nature a nd is t herefor e free from error. D eviations of co nvergin g wave fron ts from p erfect spheres, p araboloids or ellipsoids a re readily m easured wi thout t he use of tangible reference surfa ces.
Introduction
M any tests made by interferometry consist in measuring the variat ion in separ ation of two wave fronts. Usually, the shape of one of the wave fronts is known so that the v ariation in t he observed sep arat ion is a measure of t he absolute shape of t he unknown. The shape of the wave front is a fun ction of the optical elements (lenses, mirrors, etc.) that produce it. Consequ ently, the aberrations of lenses, t he shapes of mirror surfaces, the variations in densit ies of fluids, etc., are obtainable from the meas urement of wave-front shapes .
Usually I,he Imown W,Lve l'ront is produced by a mirror of know shape called t he reference surface and t he unlmown wave front which is produced by the specimen is compared wit h it . If the referen ce smJace is imperfect, any enol' in i~ is reflected int o, 01' t r ansferred to , t he m eas ured shape of the unknown.
This paper d escribes a m ethod of comparing wave fron ts against a referen ce smface which is pmely mathematical in nature. Since t he Koesters doubleimage prism, which is t he basic elemen t of t his interferomet er , can be m a de wit h a high degr ee of perfection [1] 1 t he results are practically free from instrumental error and the necessity for making referen ce minors and lenses of various fo ci is eliminn ated. Th e interferometer is quite stable, compact , and is easily operated by nontechnical personnel.
This method of analyzing interferom eter data, with t he necessary modifications required t o adap t, it to t he wave-front -shearing interferometer (== WSI ), h as been described in part 1 of this series of papers [2] . I Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of th is paper.
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Without t his development, neit her t he WSI nor t he wave front r eversing interferometer ( == WRI) , will yield unique results except when applied t o Wfl,ve fron ts which are known (from some other t ype of tes t or source of informa tion) t o h ave revolution symmetry.
Description of the Method
To describ e t he principles used in t his m ethod of analysis its application t o th e testing of a simple lens will b e used for illust ration. The oper ations described h ere apply, \vithout ch ange, t o the testing of lenses by a utocollimation (one conj ugate at infini ty), t h e testing of mirrors, and to all other tests where th e res ults sough t can be ob tained from a knowlcdge of wave-front shapes . This t reatmen t is applicable t o t hree dimensional sp ace but for simplification t he m athematics will be limited to a plane.
.1. Symbols and Abbreviations
The discussions and t reatmen t of this problem require a considerable number of symbols. To provide a ready r eferencc, all quantities used are defined below. a = dia meter of t he circular aperturf) of t he le n~ or mirror under test. B = di viding plane of t he double-image pris m. . C a nd Cf = images of conic section. CJ, C2, and C; = arcs of reference curves rep resenting k no wn wave frontE; (i.e., a rcs of circles if a cor rected lens or spherical mirror is considered and a rcs of It conic section if a com coid is being considered) . D = posit ion of s mall, monochrom atic li ght source. E = ce nter of curvature of prism b ase. e=eccentricity of conic section . F = ideal image poiut (conjugate of D in fi g. J). FI, F 2, F' = images of F (F I a nd F z are imaged by t hc outer pbne s urfaces of t IlE' prism and F' is imaged by t he dividing plane B .) Fe and F; = centers of cur vature of conic section corresponding to points of extreme curvature. hand k = coordinates of F;. hand k = components of t he line from F t.o E, perpendicular a nd parallel to the dividing plane, respectively . N •.• = observed order of in terference at P,. p , and P . = any chosen pair of superimposed reference points. (These points are equally distant [opticallYl from t he light source and, t he refore, fall on t he same wave front., Their posit ions on the wave front are indicated to a sufficien t approximation by spots on the lens surface, by beads on a thin wire or string, or b y lines on a scale .) R = radius of curvature of a conic section; minimum for eZ positive a nd maximum for e Z negative. S = separation of reference curves CI and C; (or C and C') along t he line of sight from E throul!;h P,.
T , T' , T I, T;, T 2 , T~= reference points on a conic section.
tt and v = coordinates of E.
V and V' = perihelion of conic section .
W , W I, TV2
, and Hr; = respectively. the wave front before it is incident on the lens or mirror, t he part of the transmi tted wave front that lies above the dividing plane, t he transmit.ted part t hat lies below the dividing plane a nd t he image of W z with respect to t he dividing plane. "VSI = w,we-front-sheari ng interferometer. WRI = wave-front -reversing interterometer . x and y = coordinates of T . a = angle between the dividing pla ne and the opti cal axis. (3 = angle between t he dividing plane and t he radius vector to p, .
5, = separations between CI and TVI along t he radius ve ctor to p, . 5. = separation between C2 and Hrz along t he radius vector to p ., (o r separat ion between C; and W; along t he radius vector to P ,). € = angle between two images of conic section.
,. = angle between CI and C; at their point of mtersection with the dividing plane. A= wavelength of light. )L = di stance from t he extens ion of the dividing plane to the axial cen ter of t he le ns (fi g. 1) . It is positive when t he dividing plane is above the axis of t he lens and negative when below. v and cr = distances from P , and p ., respectively, to the optical axis. These distances aro measured along the arc of the refer ence curve, CI C2• They are positive when t he corresponding points are above the axis of the lens and negative when below. q, = t.he sml1 of the squares of the deviations (defin ed by eq (13).
.. Apparatus
A simple interferometer for testing lenses, without a reference surface or element for comparison, is shown in figure 1 . It consists of a small monochromatic light source at D , the lens to be tested and !:l, double-image prism [1] . The lens received the diverging wave front, W (spherical when three dimensional space is considered and circular for two dimensional space) and changes it into a converging wave front. If the lens were perfectly corrected for the indicated position of the so urce, the converging wave front would be an arc of a circle (curve 0 102 ) and the light would form a perfect image (a iry disk) of the source at the ideal image point F. The wave front produced by an imperfect lens (greatly exaggerated) is indicated by curve W 1W 2 and its deviation from the ideal wave front, 0102, is a measure of the abberations of the lens . The circle tha.t represents the ideal wave front exists in mathematical form only and its parameters are adjusted statistically or otherwise chosen so that it fits the real wave front in accordance with some arbitrarily selected specification. Metbods of choosing the reference circle will be des crib ecl later.
In practice the prism is mounted so as to pivot about E, and E is placed neal' F. The semi-refl ecting dividing pJDne, B, is adjusted so that its extension cuts the circular lens along a chord at a chose n distance, }J-, from the axis of the lens. Each new adjustment of the prism (change in value of }J-) introduces and additional arbitrary value for ~" . The quantity }J-is positive when the dividing plane is above the axis of the lens and negative when below.
The effect produced by this prism on the wavefront is as follows: the wave front VV, after division by wave-front division into two parts, TV] above the dividing plane and W2 below, is further subdivided by amplitude division at B into two beams each, making four beams altogether, two arriving at each of the points FI and F2. One of the beams that arrives ftt each of these points suffers two reflections and the other a single reflection. Consequently, a mirror image of everything seen below the dividing plane appears above it ftnd vice versa. The arc O2 ( fig. 2A) appears as 0/ . The center of curvature of O2, [3] located atF, is imaged at F' which is the center of curvature of O2'.
The part W2 of the wave front below the dividing plane appears as W2', so that Wl and W2 appear inverted with respect to each other and superimposed in the over19pping region W 2', where fringes of interference ( fig . 2B ) are observed.
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The two halves of the prism are slightly rotated about an axis normal to the dividing plane (as described in references 1 and 6). A wave front having symmetry with respect to the dividing plane would therefore give rise to straight fringes normal to the line representing the dividing plane in the field of view. If the two halves of the prism are not rotated relative to each other the fringes are straight and parallel to the dividing plane.
. Equations of Obse rva tion
The separation of wave fronts, WI and W2' ( fig.  2A) , is the optical path difference Pv -p. which is FIGURE 1. Optical a1Tangement for testing a lens for a finite object di~tance. This arrangement requires the use of polarized light because of polarized eflects in tbe prism. 
B. I nterference fringes obtained
with the assembly of figure 1. equal to th e prod uct 'AN,~. The corres ponding Eeparation of the reference circle 0 1 and C2' at p , is, approxim.ately [2].
S= (lI-jJ.)E~= E~( !J. -(]").
(1)
The t wo quantities in parentheses are th e distances, along the circle, from P, and PeT, respectively, to the dividing plane. Since P eT, in fi gure 2, is beloW" the axis of the lens, (]" is a neg~Ltive quantity.
It is apparent from figure 2A that th e relation between th e foul" separations, 0" 0" S, and 'AN,,, is given by the equation
See section 2.1 for definitions of these quitntities. On substituting for Sits value from eq (1) and transferring terms we have
which are the basic equa.tions of observation, providing relationships between the deviations of the wave front from the abstract curve 0102•
.4. Distribution and Number of Reference Points
If the surfaces of th e lens are figures of r evolution, the optic axis is well defined, a.nd can b e accurately located by observing the fringe pattern while changing the value of J.L . When the dividing plane coincides with the optic axis the fringes will b e straigh t regardless of aberrations in th e lens. If the lens surfaces are not figures of revolu tion th e changes in curvature and spacing of the fringes will indicate th e most probable position of the axis.
The reference points are chosen in th e aperture of th e lens, along a traigh t line normal to th e dividing plane of th e prism and through the optical axis, regardless of wbether the axis is or is not centered in 31 the aperture of the lens. The positions of these points are measured from th e optical axi.s. They are po i tive when above and negative when below th e axis The points are equally spaced and th eir separation is defined as unity. An odd or an even number of reference points, symm etrically placed above and below th e itxis, mity be used An odd set, therefore, would be lo cated at inte~ral units of length from th e axis, itS in figure 3-A, while an eve n set would be placed <tt odd integral hillf units of length from th e axis, as shown in fi gure 3-B. If a poin t at th e center is desired one must choose itn odd number of poin ts. Figure 3 -C illustnttes th e armngement of fl n odd set when the optic axis is not centered in th e aperture. The interferometer is sufficiently sensitive to detect deviations of th e position of the axis from the cen ter of th e aper ture in most lenses .
Any number of points may be selected along th e principal diam eter (the diameter that is normal to the dividing plane) by adjusting th e separ ation of adjacent points. If th e mirror or lens to be tested is unsymm etrical and/or irregul ar tbe test should be m ade witb more points th an when a smoo th wave front is formed.
Even when t.h e wave front is smoo th and ymmetrical about th e axis, many reference po ints will sometimes be r equired . The number of fringes in th e field of view' depends upon three qL1anti.ti es. These are: (a) Th e magnitude of the wedge th at is buil t into the prism, (b) th e angle between t he wave fronts at the dividing plane, and (c) the r elative sh apes of the two images, WI and W2', of th e wave front. The effects of these three quantities are more fully describ ed as foll ows:
(a) The built-in wedge of the prism produces an invariant wedge between the wave-front images . Its 3. A, B, and C are, respectively vertex is perpendicular to the dividing plane. Since the component of this wedge, along the line of reference points, is zero, its effect on the interference at the reference points is to add a constant to the observed orders of interference at an reference points.
If the vertex of the built-in wedge is adjusted to coincide with the line along which the reference points are to be selected, this wedge does not affect the order of interference at the reference points. It does, however, ensure that the fringes never get too broad for precision readings.
(b) The angle, EI" between the wave fronts at the dividing plane is equal to the angle between lines drawn from points F and F' to the vertex of this angle (see fig. 13 , A). This angle is adjustable by varying the position of F relative to E, by displacing the prism laterally. Thus the component of fringe widths perpendicular to th e dividing plane and the order of interference at any chosen reference point can be adjusted to any desired value. If the two wave fronts, T VI and lIT'?', are identical in shape (i. e., if wave front WI W2 is spherical) the difference in order of interference between all pairs of adjacent points is approximately constant and adjustable at will.
(c) If the wave front l-VIW2 is not sp herical the two ilnages of it, WI and W2" will not be identical unless WI W2 has revolution symmetry and the value of J1. is zero. When testing a wave front that departs very far from a sphere, as, for instance, when testing an f /1 parabola of large aperture, the minimum lllunber of fringes that can be obtained by adjusting Ell depends upon J1.. Since, in operation of the instrnment, pail's of points are brought into coincidence for conditions other than J1. = 0, and since the absolute magnitude of J1. depends upon the unit separation of points, it follows that the choice of the number of reference points determines the minimum attainable number of fringes. If the number of reference points is too small th e minilnum attainable number of fringes may be too large for accurate readings. Consequently, a large number of points may be required to obtain the optilnum reading condition. Since the sensivity of the interferometer depends upon the ratio J1./a, the sensivity also depends upon the number of reference points. The variation of sensivity with the ratio JJ./a and its effects on the 32 requil'ed number of reference points are fully explained under "Sensitivity" in part 1 of this series [2].
.5 . Solution of Wave-Front Deviations
We shall select ( fig. 4 ) quite arbitrarily for this discussion, seven reference points along the principal diameter of the lens and with their spacings sllbtending equal angles at E. These points will be considered as lying on a common wave front at the time it emerges from the lens, and theil' separa tions will be defined as one unit of length. Since the points are observed from position E they may be indicated with small beads on a fine wire that is stretch ed across the face of the lens ( fig. 4A) .
If the dividing plane is adjusted to include one of the inner points (any point except an end one) as in figure 4C , some of the points will appear to coincide in pairs . If it is adjusted to bisect th e angle between any two of the inner points, as in figure 4B , some of the points again appear to coincide in pairs. The points will coincide in pairs when J1. is an integral number of half units of length but will not coincide for other values of J1. . We may substitute, in eq (3), the observed values for N vu and (v-JJ.) at each pair of points, successively. This yields as many equations of observation as there are pail's of coinciding points. We may then change the value of J1. , thereby changing the combination of pail'ed points, and obtain additional equations. Each new value for J1. (i.e., J1. = 0,±0.5 ± 1.0, . . .) introduces several additional equations but only one additional unknown-i.e. , a new value for EI" In this manner, we can obtain more equations than we have unknowns; and it would seem that a statistical analysis of these equations would permit an evaluation of the several devia tions (values for the 8's). However, such is not the case. The relation between these equations are such that the resultant munber of independent equations is always less by three than the number of unknowns.
"\iVhen the wave front is completely unknown, the 1 minimum number of observation equations that permit a unique solution of the 8's require two sets of fringes (two values for J1.) . Each adjustment of the interferometer introduces a new value for EI' because the value of EI' can not be retained from 
and for JL = 0. 5
02= LI + f.N2 ._I -1. 5~o.5'
Equations 4 through 9, form a se t of 6 simultaneous equa Lions having 9 unknowns (7 D's and 2 ~/s); consequently, we either have an excess of 3 unknown s or a shortage of 3 equa tions for obtaining a uniqu e solution . It is quite obvious that we cannot evalu3 Le deviations from an unidenLified CUTve. The persistent shortage of three equations is associated wi th th e three conditions necessary to define ,an arbitrarily cbo en 3-parameter reference circle.
The m ethod used in combining the t hree condition equations with the set of observation eq uations is fully describ ed under the h eading "Sp ecifications for the R efer ence CircJe" that appears in p art 1[2] . Since the details of the application to th e WRI are so similar to those given for the WSI , this treatment will b e limited to details th at are necessary for a clear understanding of the WRI. Since three points fully define a circle we may define the r eference circle, 0102, as that particuJar circle which passes through any three of the chosen points, by equating the corresponding o's to zero. Thus, if we impose t he t hree condi tions,
( 1 0) we are requiring that Lbe r efer ence circle s h all pass through points P 3 , Po, and P -3 , as indicated infigw'e 5B . This may be considered as either a reduction in t he number o'f unknowns bv Lhree 01' an increase of three in the number of i11dependent simultaneous equations. In either case we get as many equations as unknowns so Lhat a unique solution of all unknowns is possible. Any Lhree of the chosen r eference points mlly have been selected to fall on the circle.
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The simplest manner of specifying and computing the reference circl e (called the " M et.hod of Coincid ence") may not produce a good fitLing circle ; but t his do cs not render any less obvious the loeation of t he high and low places on the wave fron t. Conseq uently, an optieal worker would have no trouble locating tlle hig h and low places for fu rLher polishing to reduce th e d evia tions.
A b etter fi tting reference circle is obLained by applying the m eLhod of averages [4] . Fig w' e 5C s hows t he same ' wave front with a circle of reference t hat is determined by this m ethod. The m ethod of averages allows a variety of groupings of points and assignments of weigh ts. For instance, since the areas of th e wave fronts tha t are associated with the several points increases with v we might multipl y all o's in eq (1 0) by th e quan tity (11 + 1) so as to assign uni t weio'ht to t he axial point, Po, and corresponding higher weights to other points, thus distribu ting th e weight more nearly proportional to th e areas of t he several zones.
A good fit, based on th e m ethod of averages, is obtained by imposing the following simpl e conditions: (11) Th e circle that fits th e wave front shown in figure 5, in accordance with th e conditions of eq (11) is shown in figure 5C . Equations (11 ), when added to the six equations of observation (eq (4) through (9» ), again supply the necessary additional independent equations for a complete solution of all D's.
The b est fitting circle, s hown in figure 5D , is defined by a third set of t hree conditions, (12) which requires that the sum of the squares of the deviations be a minimum. Differentiation wiLh respect to any other three of the nine unknowns (i.e., 70's and 2 E/S) will yield the same set of con(JiLion equations. In order to determine the equations of condition corresponding to eq (12), j t will be con venien t to solve for the o/s. These are: -I-N 2, -2+ N 3, -2-N 3, -3) - 4.5Eo . .i+ 6Eo (from 6 and 19) (20) On performing the differentiations indicated in eq (12), and substituting the corresponding values for these differentials from eqs (14) through (20), we 34 obtain the set of condition equations for the method of least squares. These are:
Anyone of the sets of conditional equations (given by eqs (10, (11), or (21) combined with the observation equations (4) through (9)) permits a complete solution of all unknowns , The operations that lead to a solution of these equations are performed as follows: (1) By adjusting the interferometer so that J. . t = 0 (i.e., with the dividing plane I cutting the wave front along a line through the axis of the lens; (2) substituting the observed values for (v-J..t) and the observed orders of interference at each of the three pairs of coinciding points into eq (3) thus obtaining eqs (4), (5), and (6) : (3) (7), (8), and I (9) : (5) solving for the 9 unknowns in the 9 linear, I simultaneous equations (eqs (4) through (9) and any : one of (10) , (11), or (21 )), 1 2. 6. Symmetrical Systems Lenses and mirrors that have been polished mechanicall y produce symmetrical wave fronts when tested on axis. For such symmetrical elements . all o's on one side of the axis of symmetry are equal ' to corresponding o's on the other side and for J. . t = 0 lhe frin ges of interfer en ce will b e straight. All a's wi th J1 egllli ve subscrip ts can , therefore, b e r eplaced with lh e co rresponding positive subscripts . In the case of seven referen ce points, chosen here Jor ill usLrn,tio n, the left hand sid e of eqs (4), (5), and (6) becomes zero and the right hand side of each of th ese equations r eprese nts a solution of f O' Since fa is sup erfluous, the adj ustme nt of j1. to zero for a symmetrical wave front serves only as a check on symme tr~~. Co nsequently, if symmetry is observed, eqs (4) , (5), a nd (6) are exempted from th e group of simul taneo us equations.
Th e elimin a-tion of negative s ubscripts reduces t he numb er of unknowns so th~tt n, single adjustment (j1.= 0 .5, eqs (7), (8) and (9) of the interferometer is sufficient for a complete solution . Equations (4), (5) , and (6) are elimin ated and eqs (10, (11 ), and (12) for the three methods, are r edu ced , r esp ectively, to 03= Th e number of equatio ns in th e complete set is r edu ced from 9 Lo 5 with a correspondi ng r edu ction in t he numb er of unkno wns.
.7 . Illustration
Th e pro cess described above is illustrated i n the foll owing application to the testing of a 12-in. apertme, 15-Jt fo cal length astronomi cal r efractor. Figu.re 6 shows t he optical arrangem ent for testing with one conjugate at infini tr. Figure 7 -\ is a photograph of t he frin ges tak en wi t h th e dividing plan e coin ciding wi t h t he optic axis of the lens (j1. = 0 ) a nd 7B show s t he fringes w hen j1. =7~ unit (=2 cm). Eigh t r efer ence p oints wer e used for t his test. Th ese were located at d ista nces of ± 2, ± 6, ± 10, a nd ± 14 em from th e optical axi . Th e unit sep aration is 4 cm . Ther efo re the absolute values for v and (J" arc 0.5 , 1. 5,2 .5, and 3.5 un its. T able 1 shows th e obse lTed o rc/ ers of interfe ren ec for the two OBSERVAT ION POINT sets of fringes at the pairs of r efer ence point inc1 ieated b y th e v and (J" columns. The str aigh tness of th e fringes in figure 7 A shows the wa ve to b e symmet rical abo ut the dividing plane. Whe n traig ht fri nges are obtain ed for several azimuthal positions of the lens (by rotating it relative to t he prism a bou t its op tical axis) the test indicates the lens to b a fig LU"e of r evolu tion. This m eans that O V= Off and eq (4), (5), and (6) are not required. The solution fo r th e a's can, therefore, be obtained b y using only t hree observation equations and two equ ations of co ndition. Th e equations of co ndition may b e based on either one of th e three criteria: i.e ., m ethod of averages , m ethod of coincidence, or m ethod of least squares.
W e shall arbitrarily choose to us e the m ethod of averages and select t he reference circle by r equiring t hat 0. 20 -0. 35 transmlsslOn t hrough t h e lens-as for light from a celestial star. The deviations for one transmission are r epresen ted graphically in figur e 8. The curve indicates that when this obj ective is used for astronom ical work the wav e front departs from a pedect sphere by approximat ely one-th ird of a wav elength. The light used for this test was th e green line of th e m ercury spectrum (:\ = 0.546 microns).
If eq (3) is used in th e tes ting of a parabolic mirror the computed deviations will be the deviations of th e mirr or from a perfect sphere. Usually, when testing a parabolic mirror one wishes to know bow mu ch th e mirror differs from a perfec t paraboloid. If the mirror is ell ipsoidal one wish es to know both the devia tions and the eccentricity. The eccen tricity, e, enters as an additional parameter (eq (30) of appendix A ) . The simultaneous evaluation of the d eviations and the eccentricity is obtained with th e m ethod of coincidence by requiring th e curve to pass through 4 points ins tead of 3 as was t he case C eq (10)) for a 3-parameter refer ence curve. II th e m ethod of averages is to be used the r eference points are grouped into 4 groups yielding 4 equations of condi tion instead of th e 3 shown in eq (11 ). Similarly, with th e method of leas t squares an additional equation (or/>(oe= O) is to b e add ed to the three equations under eq (12). If the surfa ce is known, or can b e assmned, to b e a figure of r evolution about its axis, the number of condition equations is r educed by 1, as for th e circular reference curve. Figure 9 is a pho tograph of fringes t aken with a 12-inch aper ture, 84-inch fo cal length , mirror th at was claimed to b e a nearl y perfect par aboloid. Figure 10 shows the op tical arr angem ent used for m aking this photograph . Th e computed sh ape of this mirror indicated that it conformed more closely to an ellipsoid th an t.o a paraboloid. The general e'quation for an ellipse (describ ed in appendix A, eq (31) t L wn tried and the computed va lue for the eccentricity corresponded to an ell ipse whose fo ci are se parated by 89 meters. It was subseq Llently learned that the final test on tbis "Nearly Perfect Parabolic Mirror" was made with a Foucoul t knife edge tes t, with the source lo cated 90 m eters (assumed to be practically at infinity) from the mirror and the knife edge at tbe point of convergence or image of the source. T his test, therefore, confirms the description of the mirror as being a "nearly perfect parabola" but even more nearly a perfect ell ipsoid. Figure 11 shows photographs of the prism , before and after it is fitted into a cell. This prism has been made in sizes from approximately 6 inches down to a fraction of an inch. The one s hown here has a on e inch aperture and is considered a most favorable size for many applications.
.8 . Summary
The interferometer describ ed h ere for testing wa \"e fronts is beli eved to be easier t.o operate than any previo us interferometer yet d eveloped for this purpose. Its operation is simple. Unskilled personnel can be tra,inecl to opera te it after a short period of training ..
This interferometer yields results that are absolute. It does not require a standard of refer ence. T h e absolute evaluation of wave-front shapes, however, depends upon a uniq ue method of analyzing the data. The analysis involves the development of a set of linea l' simul taneous equations. This requires some tech nical background knowledge. After the equations for a given assembly are developed , unskill ed persolln el can compute wave-front shape by substitu ting observed orders of interferenc e into the equations and solving for tbe d eviations from tb e chosen reference curve. The chosen r eference CUITe will usually be a circle but more complicated cur ves may be used. , 12A ), and the x-axis coinciding with the axie of the conic, is given by the 2 parame ter equation
The family o f curves, show-n in figure 12A represen ts this equation for t he various indicated values of e 2 , The parameter R is the radius of curvat ure of the curves at the vertex V (except for e Z = ± ro), a.nd e is the eccentricity, If we sh ift to polar coordinates (p, (3) with the polar axis making angle a with the axis of the conic (see whcre fig. 12B ) and the pole located at point E, which is displaced from F c by a small amount u parall el to the polar axis and a small distance v perpendicular to it, we may obtain the polar equation for the conic by means of the transformation equations,
The quantities t~ and v will never exceed the separation of points E and Fc , which is al ways quite small relative to p, because these two points can always be superimposed to a high degree of accuracy,
On eliminating x and y from eqs (24) and (25); solving for p; applying binomial expansions to eliminate radicals and negative power terms; expanding sin (a+ f3) and cos (a + {3) in powers of (a+f3) [5] ; and dropping all power terms in u and v higher than unity (because these terms are always insignificantly small), we obtain
(a, (3) = R + 1/8 R e 2 (a +{3)4-1/48 R e z (1 + 3e Z ) (a + {3)6+.
fz Ca, (3) = cos f3 + 1/2 e 2 f3 (a + f3)4+ , (26) f3 (a, (3) = sin f3-1 j2 e Z (a+f3)4 + ..
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.1. Equations for the WRI
Wh en the conic is used as the reference surface in a wave-front-reversing interferometer, the optical path difference, S ( fig. l 3A) , is the difference between 39 two r adius vectors, P ic and Pz" fo rming a ngles wi th th e dividing plane, which are equal in magnitude but opposite in sig n.
The two curve, 0 and 0 ', sho wn in figure l 3A are images of t he coni c section. These t wo images are inver ted by th e interferom eter, with r espect to each oth er , about the dividing plane whicb is paroll el to the polar axis. Th e two points 1'1 and 1'(' are linages of a common poin t on th e original curve. Similarly 1'2 and 1'2' are linages of a common point; but 1'1 and 1'2 are linages of differe nt points that are at equal angular distances from t he dividing plane. The radii vectors to 1'1 and 1'2 are P i c and P2" r espectively.
If we define the perpendicular displ acem ent of Fe from the dividing plane as -h, the corresponding displacem ent for F~ is + h. Th e component displacem ents of E from F" as d efined for figure 12, is u and v. The corresponding displacem ents of E from F~ is u and (v -2h). The v alu e of Pic is, therefore , obtained by replacing P in eq (28) by Pi c' Similarly, since the sign a is reversed in the image, the value for P2e is obtained by replaeing p, a , and v by P2e, -a , and (v-2 h), respectively. On making th ese substitutions, we obtain It is convenient to use the measured distances (v-fJ.) , and fJ. instead of the angles (3 and a. Also , from figure 13A , it is obvious that 2h = eR, since h is quite small relative to R. On substituting for 2h, a, (3 (=sin (3, approximately) , their respective equals, eR, p.R-\ and (v-fJ. ) R -\ th e value of S becomes which becomes for a paraboloid (e = 1), and for a sphere (e = O), (32) Equation (32) is the same as eq (1). The use of a conic section instead of a circle for the reference curve, in the derivation of eq (3), leads to th e introduction of the additional unknown, e, into eq (3) so that an additional condition equation becomes necessary for a unique solution, thus permitting t h e incidental evaluation of e. Since foUl' conditions are required to define t he chosen conicoid, four condition equations are needed. T hese may be: The assignment of arbitrary values (usu ally zeros) to any four of the o's (if the method of coincidence is used); the grouping of the reference points into four groups and l'equiring the algebraic sum of th e o's in each group to be zero (if the method of averages is used); or, the addition of the condition equation, ~: = 0, to eq (12) (if the m ethod of least squares is used).
.2. Application to the WSI
Wh en th e conic is used as a reference surf ace in a wave-front-sh ea ring interferometer, the optical path difference, S, is (p' -p), where p and p' are the radius vectors from the point E to points T and T' (see fig.   13B ) on curves a and 0', respectively. Points T and T' are images of a common point on the conic section. Curves a and A' are sheared images of the conic section. The angle of shear is -a for a a.nd a for a'. Therefore, the polar axis makes angles a and -a with the axis of a and 0 ' , respectively.
The component displacements of E from Fc is the same in figure 13B as in figure 12B . The valu e for p is, therefore, given b y eq (28). The component displacements of E from F' is (u-2k) and (v-2 h) . Consequently, the value for p' is obtained from eq (28) by replacing p, a, U, and v b y p', -a, (u-2k) and (v-2 h), respectively. On making these ~ubsti tutions and taking differences we obtain 40 It will be noted that k does not appeal' in eq (29) (relating to WRI) but does appear in (33) (relating to WSI) . The term 2kcos(3 is approximately constant when (3 is limited to small values (as wh en testing an 1/8 system) but becomes significant for large values of (3 (as when testing an .//1 system), unless k is sufficiently small . If the WSI is adjusted to place the zero order of interference at the center, the magnitude of k is insignificant and the values of S fo r the two in terferometers are identical. On substituting for 2h, a, and {3 their respective equals, as given in section 3.1 , above (cos (3 = 1, approximately), eq (33) becomes which b ecomes for a paraboloid (e = l), (v-fJ. ) [ fJ.2+ (v-fJ.rJ ( 35) and for a sphere (e = O), (36) It is inconvenient and unnecessary to reduc e k to an insignificant magnitude. It cftn be combined with other constants, as describ ed in reference [2J.
In fact, the constant k is a part of the constant r of reference [2J . Unfortunately, the sign convention for measuring fJ. and II is different in this paper (part 2) from that of part 1 [2]. The constant, r, computed from eq (3) of reference [2J in combination with eq (36) above, becomes r = Qr + efJ. -2k. Since r is a constant and serves as a parameter only, its form does not affect the problem.
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH of the National Bureau of Standards-B. Mathematics and Mathematical Physics
Vol. 66B, No.1, January-March 1962 Publications of the National Bureau of Standards* Soc. A253 (1959) ], of t he Born a pproximation series for t he bremsstra hlun g cross section differential with res pect to photon e nergy, photon direction, a nd fin a l eleetron direction averaged over initial a nd s ummed over fin al po la ri zation states h as been put in a form that admi ts to n umeri cal evaluation for t he coplanar case. The resu lts a re valid for r elati vi stic as wcll as non-relati vi s t ic incident electrons.
Completely general (no ncopla na r) expressions are included for the first o rder (Bethe-H eit ler) and seco nd orde r ter ms. H owever, t he latter h as not been given in a form adm issible to llumerical evalu ation. T abulated value are give n f or t he case of the inciden t electron kine tic ener gy = 500 kev, photon ener gy=450 kev, and photon direction 20° from t he in cidcnt electr on direction. For t hi s case t he second o rde r te rm increase t he differ ential cross sectio n by abou t 50 percent for Al a nd a bou t 200 p ercent for Au for t h e va ri ous a ngles of clectron emission . A rough ap proximatio n to t he in teg rated (over fin al electron di rection) cross section is in clud ed and a comparison is m ade wi t ll experimental values. The inclusion of the econd o rdcr term brings the t heo reti cal cross section closer to t hc experimental values.
An approxi m ate full wave solution for low frequency electromagnetic waves in an unbounde d magneto -ionic medium, W. C. H offman, J . R esearch N B S 66D ( Radio P rop.) No.1, 107 (Jan.-Feb. 1962 ), 70 cents. i\iaxwell's equations in a n a nisotropic inhomoge neous m edium are t ransformed by m eans of t he Stratton-Chu formula into a vector integral equation which co uples t he various electric field componen ts . In case t he h ypot heses of fa r-zone fi eld and low-frequen cy electromagnetic waves apply, t his vector integral eq uation can be approximated by a system of unco upled scala r in tegral equations. This imp li es a n a pprox im ate eq ui valence betwee n t he original vecto r integral equation and a system of modified scalar inhomogeneo us H elmholtz equ ations. The condit ions under which the system of uncoupled scala r in tegral eq uations can be solved by Ne um ann se ri es are discussed, and t he fir t t hree terms of t he Neumann series a re givcn explicitly.
Current on and inl)ut impe de nce of a cylindrical ante nna, Y . M . Chen a nd J. B . ]{ellcr, J . Reseal·ch NBS 66D ( Radio Prop.) No.1, 15 (J an.-Feb. 1962 ) 70 cents.
The current on a fini te a n te nna is expresscd as t he sum of a curr ent eman ati n g fr om t he gap and t ,yO currents reflected from the ends. These currents ar e determi ned for a pcrfectly conducting hollow pipe of circular cross section . It is excite d by an elcctri c fi eld parallel to t he axis a pplied across a gap 41 of fini te width which encircles t he antenn as. They are also dctermined for a thin antenna of a ny cros. section. From t he r es ults t he current on a nd input ad mi tta nce of t he co rresponding finite a ntennas are determined . It is hown t hat t he t hin antenna t heo ry yields an inco rrect r es ul t for the admi tta nce because i t ig nores a bo undary laye r cffect near t he gap .
On the prapagation of VLF and E LF radio waves whe n t he ionos phe re is not s harpl y bounde d , J . R . Wait, J . R esem·ch N B S 66D (Radio P rop. ) No. 1, 53 (Jan.-Feb. 1962 ) 70 cents. Employing a n idea of Bre khovs kikh, a n ex pression for the reflecti on coefficient of a continuously strati fi cd ion ized medium is deri ved . The r es ul t is in the form of a series whose first term is a Frcsnel-typ e coe ffici ent a nd succcedi ng tcrms acco un t for t he finite t hi ckness of the transition layer . This rcs ult is then fi tted in to previously developed theory for propagation betwee n a spheri cal earth and a co nce ntric ionosphere.
On the theory of wav e propagation t hrough a co nce ntrically stratifi e d troposphere with a s moo th profile . Part II. Expansions of the ri goro us solution, H . Bremmcr, J . R esearch NBS 66D (Radio P rop. ) No. 1, 31 (J an.-Feb. 1962 ) 70 cents. . This part conc rns the heigh t-gain differcntial equ ation 111 order to obtain a seri es for t he complete solu t ion whi ch starts wi t h t he exte nded W . K . B . approximation di scus ed in p a rt I. The coe ffi cients of t his equat ion dep end for each mode amongst other t hin gs on t he para meters Aj fixing t he refract ive-index profile. H owever, t he ex plici t de pende nce on t hese parameters can o nly be given in ter ms of expansions with respect to (koa)-Z/3 (koa= cir cumferen ce of t he ear th di vided by the wavelength). In t urn t hese expanslOn s are derived wit h t h e a id of other ones for the complex t url1l ng point co nnected wi t h t he heig ht-gai n difIer ential eqm"ltion. The fin a l ex pansio n for t he solu t ion of t hc differential eq uat ion is s ubstituted in t he boundary co ndition at t he earth' s s ur face. This leads to co rres ponding expansions, with r espect to (ko a)-Z/ 3 of the quan tity 1t A (a) a nd next of t he eigenvalues I t he mselves.
Refi eclion a nd tra ns mi ssion of r a dio waves at a conlinuously s tratifi ed plasma wi th arbitrary mag netic induction , .I. ~. J ohler a nd . I. D . lIat·per, Jr. , J . R esearch NBS 66D ( Radw P rop.) No.1, 81 (J an. -Feb. 1962 
) 70 cents.
A flexible t heoretical model p lasma w hi ch can be deformed to fi t mos t m eas u red electron-ion-alt i t ude profiles is e mployed tocrether with available geo physical data on the ionos phere to ev~lu ate r eflections a nd tra nsmissions during quicsccnt and disturbed propagation condit ions. The refl ectio ns a n d t ra nsmissions in t he i o nos phere a re determin ed ri goroll sly with the aid of the classical m ag neto-ionic t heor y. The complex indexes of refraction of t he m edium are dcdu ced, and n. cou pling i n t he plas ma between ordina ry a nd extraordinar.,", upgoing a nd down goin g m odes of propagation is in ve~t i gated. The cor resp o ndin g r eflection a nd t ra ns missio n co fficl en ts are t hen calculated, and ce r tain phe nomena w hi ch can be exp ected as a result of t he action of a olar disturbance on the refl ection process are predi cted.
. The di sturbance of sola r o rigin, in vcstigated as a n appli catIOn of d eveloped techniq ues, influences t he r eflectcd a nd t rallSmitted LF waves in the lower ionospherc in a compli catrcl manner. H owever, t he hi gh a bsorption phenome na ex hibitrcl by hi gh fr equ enci es docs not eC l~ to cxist for. t l~e plas ma profi les in vestigated \yith the claSSICal m ag netO-lO nlC t h()O I) ·. The electron collision freq uenci cs of t h e claSSICal m ag net lcionic t heo ry are modifi ed to in t roduce a collisio n frequenc.'· proportional to the electron ener gy, a nd t he changes n ecessary in t he formulation of the classical t heo ry as a res ult of uch a consideration are presented .
On the diffraction of spherical radio waves by a finitely conducting spherical earth, L. C. Walters and J . R. J ohlcr, J . Research NBS 66D (Radio P rop. ) No.1, 101 (Jan. -Feb. 1962 ) 70 cents. The theory for the diffraction of spherical electromagnetic waves by a finitel y conducti ng spherical earth was d eveloped from Maxwell's equations by Watson [1918] and the intricate computation details were later worked out by van der Pol and Bremmer [19:36] as t he now classical se ri es of residues. T\yo aspects of this computation present considerable dl fficulty, especially at low freq uencies : (1) the calculation of the height-gain factor which takes account of an elevated t ransmitter and /or receiver , (2) the evaluation of t he special root~ r = r , of Riccati 's differe ntial equation, dli /dr -21i-r + 1 = 0, near the ci rcle of convergencc, I Ii'r I = y,; .
These analytic difficulti es a re avoided with the aid of nw0.ern analysis tec hniques applied to a large scale electroni c computer. Hankel function s of the first and second kind of order one-thi rd and two-thi rds are calculated bv numerical integral methods and then used with iteration to solve Riccati's differential equation. The ampli tude and phase of the spherical radio wave diffracted in t he v icinity of the earth I\'ith various a ltitudes above the surface of t he carth of both the transmitter and t he receiver, are then calcu lated by a s ummation of the seri es of residu es.
The electromagnetic fields of horizontal dipole in the presence of a conducting half space, J. R . Wait, Can. J. Phys. 39, _ \ -0. 7, 1017 -1028 )_ The problem considered is a horizontal electric dipole which is located above or below the plane surface of a conducting half-spa?e. Expressions for the fields are obtain ed using three dIfferent approaches. The formulas developed are quite simple and, taken togethe r, the whole range of distances from the far-zone to near-zone is adequately covered.
Simple calculus for all-dielectric interference filters, K . D. YIielenz, J . Opt. Soc. Am. 50, No . 10, 1014 (Oct. 1960 . Chebychev polynomials are introduced into the matrix theory of first order all-dielectric interference filters consisting of 2m or ~2 · m +~) al ternating high .and low index films of equal optIcal thICkness {3 on each SIde of the low index spacer of thickness 2{3 .. For t he ampli tude and energy transm itted by ~lIch filters, SImple closed expressions are derived that will render numerical results with greater facility t han any other calculus known .
Bounds for determinants with posHive diagonals, E. V. Haynsworth, Trans . . 1m. Math . Soc. 96, 395-39.9 (1960) . .-\ new bound is given for determinants with " dominan t" 11 diagonals, that is those for which a n ~:L: ail (i = 1, ... , n), j= l a nd a nothe r is given for d eterminants whose diagonals are positive and satisfy the hypoth eses of a theorem by A. Ostroski.
The classical field theories, C. Truesdell and R. Toupin, Handb . der Physik, Springer, Berlin , III, No.1, 226-793 (1960) . This paper prese nts an organized account of everything known concerning general continuous m edia.
Resonance characteristics of a corrugated cylinder excited by a magnetic dipole, J. R. Wait and A. M . Conda, IRE Tmns. Ant. P1"Op . AP-9, 330-335 (J uly 1961) . Radiation from an ax ial magnetic current element in the prese nce of a corrugated cyli nd er is considered . It is indicated that the power radiated in a given mode depends on the surface reactance, the circumference of the cvlinder and e1ev:;ttion angle. For certain valu es of the" parameters particular modes are strongly excited , corresponding to a resonance condition of t he circumferential (or spiral) surface ,vaves.
The calculation of energy levels of nearly symmetric rotors , S. C. Wait, Jr., J. Mol. Spect1"OscoPY 6, 276 (1960) . A recu rsion relation is developed for expressing the in verse of a power series b y another power seri es. The derived relation is exact for any desired deg ree of approximation.
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An example of this recusion formula is gi" ell for use with an extended perturbation treatment of the nearly symmetric rotor.
Theory of vibrational relaxation in liquids, R. Zwanzig, J . Chern. Phys. 340,1 931-1935 . A new formulation of the theory of vibrational relaxation , based on Zener's se miclassical app roxim ation, is prese nted here. The relaxation ratc is shown to be proportional to the s pectral density of the force exerted on the oscillator by its environment. The isolated binary collision theo ry is d eriv ed, but only with the condition that the collision frequenc y is much small er than the oscillator frequency. This requirement is not satisfied in a liquid; we conclude that Litovitz's applicat ion of the isolated binary collision theory to liquids is not justified. A possible relation between vibrational relaxation and the self-diffusion coefficient in a li quid is disc ussed .
Density fluctuations and heat conduction in a pure liquid , R. E. N ettleton , Phy .s. Fluids 4, No.1, 74 (Jan. 1961 ).
Two components of t. he heat fiux in a pure liquid are identifi ed-one carried by sound waves and the other by diffusing molecules. Coupled relaxation equations are obtained for these components, both d epending on the density gradient \lp, and this dependence is interpreted thermodynamically as a furth er co uplin g of t hese equations with the equation d etermining (o!ot) (\lp) . The latter can be immediately written down with the aid of On sager's theorem and an inertial prin ciple de veloped in a previou s paper. The t hermodynamic interpretation of these rate equations also leads to an explicit expression for the coefficient of (\lp)2 in a Taylor expansion , about equilibrium, of the Helmholtz fre e energy. This resu lt is compared with similar fr ee energy terms assumed to exist by other authors.
Non-reciprocity and time-reversal in microwave circuits, H . A. Fowler, Academie royale de Belgique (C/asse Des Sciences) V-46, No . 11, 963-977 ( Dec. 1960 ). The relation betwee n reciprocity of the microwave scattering matrix and a " local" time-reversal symmetr y of the scattering process is di sc ussed, under the unitary condition. The theo ry of reciprocal junctions is extended to include nonreciprocal ferri tc devices : the ,),-circulator of Chait and Curry is analyzed in accordance with the point-group m ethod .
Tchebycheff approximations by abx+c, .T. R . Rice, J . Soc. Ind. Appl. J1!Jath. 8, No.4, 691 -702, (1960) . J n this paper the theory of Tchebycheff app roxim ations by ab x+ c and ab x cos (Oo+ Ox) +c is studied where a,b ,c, 00 and IJ are parameters to be studied. A complete development of the theory is made for ab x+c. The topics considered are existence theorem, characterization of best approximations, approximations on subsets, uniqueness theorem, approximation on finite point sets, limiting relations between approximations on [0, 1] and finite point sets and computational procedures for finite point sets. A r eally surprising phenomenon of this theory is that best approximations do not necessarily exist on finite subset of [0, 1] , a lthough best approximations on [0, 1] exist for e very continuous function. The results for ab x cos (Oo + Ox) +c are very incomplete and only the rudiments of a theory are established. This is due mainly to the intractibility of t he transcendental equations arising in the analysis. On the other hand some useful formulas for applications are obtained .
Repulsion of energy levels in complex atomic spectra, R . E. Trees, Phys. R ev. 123, No.4, 129 3-1300 . Rose nzweig and Porter have shown a " repulsion of energy levels" in spacing distributions d etermined from energy levels in complex atomic spectra. The present paper extends t heir work by showing that these spacing distributions can be determined from calculated posit ions of the levels in these spectra. Since calculated data are available for spectra where the observed data are scarce or incomplete, this partially overcomes limitations imposed by statistical inaccuracy when direct use is made of the observed data. The equivalence of the two approaches is d emonstrated by showing that calculated data for 1'a II yield the same spacing distribution as obtained from observed data for Ta II and R e I combined .
These are co mplex s pectra in which a fu lly developed repul ion effect is pre en t. A similar de mons tration of equ ivalence is carried out for pectra of Ru I a nd iVlo I, where the r epulsion effect is in a n intermediate state of development. The res ults also indicate that numbers easily evaluated from the m di al parameters of t he theory will indicate rou ghly the degree of re pu lsion, replacing t o some extent the need for an ex plicit calculation of t he spacing distribution.
Statistical d ynamics of simple cubic lattices. M ode l for the s tudy of Brownian motion II, R. J. Rubin, J. Math. Phys. 2, . Vo . 3,373-386 (May-June 1961 ) . ~e w res ults concerning the stat istical dyna mics of a heavy pa rti cle in a n n-dimensional (n D ) cubic lattice a re prese nted. In a well-defined sense, the random motions of a heavy particle in a ID lattice and a 3D lattice are accurate ly described by Kramers' equation for a fr ee particle and a h armonically bound particle, respectively. A r elated , but not independent, res ult is t hat the velocity vet) a nd position u(t) of a heavy p article in a ID lattice and a 3D lattice constitute t wo dimensional stationary gaussian Markoff processes. It is definitely established that in the case of a 2D lattice the station gaussian process (~,~~i ) is non-Markoffi a n. In t he course of t he a nalysis, severa l interesting connections between solu tions of t he di screte lattice equ ations of motion a nd solutions of the co r responding continuum eq uation of motion (the nD wave equation) a re un covered. P artial confounding in fractional re plication, W. J . Youden , T echnome17'ic 3 , No.3, 353-358 (Aug. 1961) . Fractional factor ial desig ns are based on using so me fractio n of t he total possible number of experim enta l combin ations of t he variables. \-Vhen reso urces permit, t he experimen ter may obtain both t he direct effect of any variable and the effect as mod ified by the other varia bles. The latter information may be sacrificed if fewer combinations are explored . This paper prese nts an inte rmediate possibility wit hout increasing the number of co mbin ations. The direct and the di fferen tial effects m ay be identifi ed a nd estimated at some sacrifice in the precision of t he estimates .
E xact a nd a pproximate di stributions for the Wilcoxon s tatis tics with ti es, S. Y. Lehman, J . Am. S tat. A ssoc. 56, 293-298 (J une 1961) . The exact d istribu t ion of the Wilcoxon statistic was calculated for fi ve specifi c cases where bot h samples contained five observations, ome of which were tied. The fiv e specific cases were obta ined from a n act ua l ex periment. The exact distributions for each of the e fi ve cases a re co mpa red witll some approxi mations at poin ts ncar 1, 5, and 10 per ce nt. Critical va lu es and associated probabilities have been calculated for t he exact and approximate distribution.
Som e geome tri cal theore ms for a bscissa s a nd we igh ts of gauss type, P . J . Davis and P . R a binowitz, J . lorath. Anal. A.ppl. 2, No.3, [428] [429] [430] [431] [432] [433] [434] [435] [436] [437] . Severa l t heorems which relate Gaussian weigh ts a nd a bscissas asymptotica lly a re proj ected and others are co nj ectured . A urvey of t he ve ry wide ba nd a nd frcquency indepe ndcnt a ntennas-1945 to t he pre en t. J . D . D yso n. Numerical invcstigation of t he equiva len t impeda nce of a wirc grid parallel to t he in terface between t wo mcdi a. T . Larsen . C urrent on a nel inpu t imped a nce of a cylindrical a nte nn a. 
